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Abstract. Educational games can greatly benefit from integrating support for
learning analytics. Game authoring tools that make this integration as easy as
possible are therefore an important step towards improving adoption of
educational games. We describe the process of integrating full support for game
learning analytics into uAdventure, a serious game authoring tool. We argue
that such integrations greatly systematize, simplify and reduce both the cost and
the knowledge required to apply analytics to serious games. In uAdventure, we
have used an analytics model for serious games and its supporting
implementation as a xAPI application. We describe how player interactions are
automatically traced, and provide an interaction-model-trace table with the
general game traces that are generated by the editor. Also, we describe the
custom editors that simplify the task of authoring game-dependant analytics.
Thanks to these integrated analytics, games developed with uAdventure provide
detailed tracking information that can be sent to a cloud analytics server, to be
analyzed and visualized with dashboards that provide game developers and
educators with insights into how games are being played.
Keywords: game learning analytics, analytics, serious games, games authoring,
xAPI

1.

Introduction

Game analytics (GA, also called telemetry) is the process of collecting and analyzing
videogame user interactions to generate a better insight of the game experience for
game designers and developers to take decisions in the next project iterations [1]. For
example, such an analysis can reveal wh ich levels are too hard for the average user, or
provide insights on how to increase monetizat ion. Similarly, learn ing analytics (LA) is
the analysis of user’s interactions with educational purposes [2], for instance
providing informat ion that allows educators to better understand how the learners are
applying domain knowledge in an e-learning system, and improve the educational
experience in some way (e.g. evaluate student progress). Game learning analytics
(GLA) is the combination of both GA and LA to allow both game designers and
educators to analyze player/learner interactions to improve the use of the games in

education [3].
Although there are many platforms that provide both LA and GA, however GLA is
still a co mplex process and there is no generally-accepted approach to apply it to
serious games. For examp le, games must typically provide data to each analytics
system (e.g. GA, LA) separately, and frequently in different formats. In addition, once
the games are deployed, the GLA results are only available through each specific
analytics system’s proprietary analysis, reports and dashboards. As of this writ ing,
GLA is a comp lex ad-hoc process specific for each game and each analytics system.
However, we believe that GLA should play a critical role in the lifecycle of serious
games (see Fig. 1), as it is key to allow both game and learning designers to validate
their designs; and can also be used to provide formative and summative evaluation.

Fig. 1: Use of Game Learning Analytics in a serious game lifecycle. Use of xAPI provides a
standards-based format for analysis and archival.

The process of applying GLA to educational games would be greatly simp lified by
having in-built support within the authoring tools, so that the resulting games can
communicate with analytics services using well-known standards. This integration
would systematize and simp lify the usage of analytics by automatically lin king the
game model with the analytics model, reducing both the cost and the know-how
barriers that have hampered GLA adoption in small deploy ments . In the following
sections, we first briefly introduce uAdventure, a game authoring tool into wh ich we
have integrated GLA support. We then describe the analytics model and the
user-interfaces that determine and configure how user gameplay is mapped into
analytics traces. Finally, we present a discussion and conclusions that summarize the
main results of this work, together with future directions for improvement.

2. An Analytics model for uAdventure
uAdventure (uA) is a serious game authoring tool built on top of the Unity game
authoring platform that supports the full development lifecycle for adventure “point
and click” games [4]. It is a reimp lementation of eAdventure (eA) [5], wh ich was built
using Java. The use of the Unity platform allows uA games to support a much larger

range of devices and platforms. The goal of uA is to allow non-expert developers to
create “point and click” educational games, including features such as scenarios,
characters, dialogs, and assessment. While in eA the assessment system was based on
e-learning models (e.g. SCORM), uA now extends it with support for GLA.
uA GLA support is based on a general game analyt ics model that is imp lemented
according to the emergent specificat ion pro moted by ADL and called xA PI
(eXperience API). A game analytics model describes how in-game interactions are
reported to an analytics server, typically as a stream of events, but also sometimes as
fully serialized game-states. The serious games xAPI profile [6] (SG-xAPI for short)
is a general event-based analytics model that builds on the xAPI activ ity stream
standard [7], and is therefore event-based. The main event categories found in
SG-xAPI, strongly inspired by [8], are
 Co mpletables, which describe progress along a particu lar level or task with a start
and an end. Co mpletables can be nested. Examp les could be game, game session,
level, quest, or race.
 Alternatives, which reflect in -game choices made by the player. Menus,
questions, paths and dialogue choices are examples of alternatives.
 Meaningful variables, which direct ly echo in-game state changes such as score or
character health. Note that these variables are a very s mall subset of the total
game-state.
 Custom interactions, intended as extension points for actions not covered in the
above categories.
xA PI traces are co mposed of a subject, a verb, an object, and optional context; for
example, an xAPI trace describ ing that “player Alice used a key” in a g iven game
would include Alices’ identity as subject, “Used” as xAPI verb, the specific in -game
key identifier as an object, and the specific door as context. This output is then passed
on into existing GLA services, such as the open-source RA GE Analytics 1 system
which is used in the H2020 RAGE and BEACONING projects.
Integrating GLA into a game requires both the analytics model and the defin ition
of the server-side analyses that process this data into a format suitable for
visualizat ion within dashboards [3]. However, since uA relies on the SG-xAPI defau lt
analyses and visualizations performed in RA GE Analytics and described in [9], this
work focuses exclusively on the mapping between in-game act ions and the SG-xA PI
traces that are sent to the server.
Point and click games are typically co mposed of mu ltip le scenes woven together
via a supporting narrative, where p layers interact on scene items or characters via
mouse clicks to advance the plot. The follo wing subsections exp lore the areas in
which events have been analyzed and traced, starting fro m the lowest to the highest
level of abstraction. The following subsections describe i) session management
events; ii) user interactions with game elements inside the scenes; iii) scene changes;
iv) mean ingful variable changes; and finally, v) co mpletables, wh ich are h igh-level
tasks related to in-game progress.
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2.1. Session Events
In order to process traces sent from games into sessions, the analytics servers need to
identify p layers. Three options are available: fully logged-in players, pseudonymous
players, and fully anonymous players. When players are fully logged in, the analytics
system can be integrated with an LM S to provide detailed evaluation that is tied to t he
player’s true identity [10]. Th is, however, presents certain privacy and confidentiality
concerns, and may not be feasible in an analytics -as-a-service setting. With
pseudonymous login, players are assigned a random pseudonym when they first
connect, which they will continue to use in later sessions. This allows evaluation to be
carried out, without the possibility of tracing the actual identities of the players.
Finally, in a fully anonymous setting, all sessions are independent of each other, and
no evaluation is possible. Th is option is still interesting during initial p ilots to gather
feedback to improve learning and game design (as shown in Figure 1).
While necessary for analytics, authentication and authorization are not part of the
analytics model itself, as they are expected to be handled by the GLA servers before
any actual gamep lay data is sent. uAdventure supports login (for non -anonymous use)
by displaying a small login form on game startup, and transparently handles session
startup with the GLA servers specified during game development.

2.2. User Interaction Events
Raw input events such as mouse movements, clicks, and keyboard inputs constitute
the lowest level of abstraction in analytics . These events provide little informat ion on
their own, even when grouped to create higher-level abstractions such as dragging or
double-clicking. For GLA purposes, interactions that are direct ly linked to game
content and/or game progress, such as interactions with scene elements, are much
more valuable. Elements inside scenes include items, characters or areas; and players
can typically interact with them with in-game actions such as “examine” or “use”.
uAdventure automatically sends “Interacted” SG-xA PI t races whenever a player
interacts with an in-game element such as an item or character. The trace will identify
both the object of the interaction and, if applicab le, the type of interaction (such as
“examine” or “eat”). Therefore, tracing such low-level interactions requires zero effo rt
on the part of the game developer, and provides a free stream of info rmation to
perform GA (e.g. interaction heat maps). On the other hand, these events are of little
help to better understand the in-game learn ing process; using Comp letables (see
section 2.6), which do require a certain configuration, yields much better results.

2.3. Scene and Cutscene changes
Scenes in uAdventure are modeled after their theater counterparts: they provide
backdrops within which the player moves and interacts with items and other

characters. Certain min i-games are also modeled as scenes. Cutscenes are special
scenes that usually imp ly the visualization of non-interactive content, such as slides or
videos. Tracking scene changes and whether cutscenes are skipped or not provides
valuable context to understand other events that are being reported by a game.
Additionally, the game always knows which scene is currently open, so that
information regarding both is readily available.
uAdventure uses the SG-xA PI “Accessed” verb to track scene changes , and also
allo ws developers to further describe the scene for analytics purposes (choices include
Screen, Zone, Area and Cutscene). Skipping cutscenes, such as videos, might reduce
the learning value, as the player has only been exposed to a part of the potentially
informative content. uAdventure uses “Skipped” verbs to signal this fact.
While access events are valuable for GA, they are not (with the exception of
Skipped) so useful for LA : game developers can freely connect scenes, and there is no
game-independent way to determine the game progress fro m these changes [11]. To
infer progress, game developers can specify that scenes should be treated, in addition
to Accessibles, as Alternatives (see section 2.5), where by entering or leaving the
scene the player is making a choice, or as a Co mp letable (see section 2.6) task such as
a minigame, where entering or exit ing the scene should be interpreted as actual
progress.

Fig. 1. Editor shows scene documentation where game designer can change scene
specification, default values are, as shown: class Accessible with type Area

2.4. Meaningful Variables
Game state in uA is represented mainly by variables and flags. uA condition system
uses their values to control content display and behavior execution. Therefore,
changes in variables are usually good candidates for analytics.
However, a game -specific analysis is required to identify the relevance of a
variable (or a set of variables) for the learning process. Even if not all variables are
relevant to LA, to reduce game authoring co mplexity, all changes in variables and
flags are automatically reported. Once the data is collected, it can be mined to
distinguish the variables with a larger impact on the learning process.
When a player interaction triggers several in-game consequences, so, to preserve
the change context (which would allow for a more precise analysis), it is better to
associate all of them together as the result of an interaction event. This is possible as,
instead of sending an event per variable change, all the variab le changes are stacked
wait ing for the next non-variable event. When the next interaction occurs, the trace
generated will carry all the extensions inside.

2.5. Alternatives
Alternative selections represent a higher level of abstraction, and provide a direct
measure of the student’s knowledge. An alternative can be represented in many ways
(e.g. text response selection, image selection, path selection); but in general,
constitutes a choice where some options can be considered correct and others less so.
Therefore, alternative selection is very valuable for LA and assessment, as well as to
test and verify game design.
The most common types of alternatives in point-and-click games are dialogue
responses for use with non-player characters [11]. uA provides a graph-based dialogue
editor where questions can be identified with a unique id and, using a checkbox,
marked as correct or incorrect (see Fig. 3). In uA questions without a question-id are
considered not relevant for analytics purposes .
To track these events, the SG-xAPI “Selected” verb is used, where question types
include menu, path or question. A result field describes the selected option identifier
as response and the whether it was correct or not.

Fig. 2. Dialog Question editor allowing a game designer to specify a question id and which of
the answers of that question should be considered correct or incorrect (Checkbox)

In addition to dialog responses, as mentioned in subsection 2.3, it is also possible to
interpret scene selection as type of Alternative. In th is case, as depicted in Fig. 4, each
available scene exit is considered a response using the arriving scene name as
response identifier. If the player passes through the exit successfully, the answer was
correct, but otherwise, it was a wrong answer.

Fig. 3. Left: An Alternative scene type Question with correct and incorrect exits. Right: runtime
Alternative Type Question scene from the SG First Aid Game.

2.6. Completables
Co mpletables provide the highest level of abstraction and describe player progress
along the abstract tasks that the user has to complete throughout the game. Tasks are
not limited to representing game progress: they can be used to represent learning
process itself, for instance by establishing a correspondence between progress and
score in a given task (game design) and learning the concepts that it exercises
(learn ing design). Co mpletables are available in the uA editor’s Analytics tab. To
track co mpletables, SG-xA PI includes the verbs “Started”, “Progressed” and
“Finished”.
Inside of a game there could be mu ltiple co mpletables and they may be act ive at
any time, even in parallel. A game with correctly configured completables is much
easier to analyze than one where the underlying triggers have to be decoded from the
underlying game traces (in a server-side game-specific analysis). In order to track
them, the co mpletable system lets the developer freely configu re starting milestone
and ending milestones. These milestones can be determined by five different triggers:
i) access to specific scene, ii) interaction with specific item, iii) interaction with
specific character, iv) acco mplishment of another co mpletable and v) a boolean
condition as determined by a combination of in-game variables.

Fig. 4. uA Progress editor. i) Top shows main completable editor, defining three cases of the
serious game FirstAidGame. Progress is defined by the number of cases completed. ii) Right
shows individual completable editors, with a list of milestones to be satisfied. Progress is
determined by the max of the milestones reached. iii) Left shows milestone editor options,
letting game designer to choose between a list of options to define what reach this milestone

Co mpletables can be composed of several milestones; the accomplishment of each
milestone defines the progress . To define them, the uA editor provides a progress
editor that lets the user specify all milestones that compose the completable. Progress
can either be calcu lated as the ratio of co mpleted-to-total milestones, or configured for
each specific co mpletable using sliders as illustrated in Fig. 5. Finally, to associate the
score, the user can select the variable that will hold its value.
In addition to the level-specific co mpletables, there is a global game co mpletable,

identified using the “Game” type. When the game starts, it generates a “Started”
event; whenever a comp letable is co mpleted a “Progressed” trace is launched tracking
the game general progress ; finally, the condition associated with game end will
generate the “Completed” event with the average score of all completables.
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Mapping game events to SG-xAPI

Table 1 contains a summary of the mapping fro m game events to xAPI traces
presented in the previous subsections, in increasing order of abstraction; and therefore,
utility fro m a LA point of v iew: events closer to the interaction with game elements
are less meaningful than the ones that are connected to game progression , such as
alternatives and completables.
Event

Cause

xAPI Type
xAPI Verb

NPC
Player opens NPC
Character
Interaction
actions menu
Interacted
Item
Player opens item
Item
Interaction
actions menu
Interacted
Scene
Player enters a scene Accessible
access
Accessed
Cutscene Player starts a cutscene Cutscene
start
Accessed
Cutscene Player presses skip
Cutscene
skip
Skipped
Exit
Player selects an exit (Alternative,
selection in in current scene, for
Question
alternative
menus or visual
M enu or Path)
type scenes
choices
Selected
Dialog
Player selects one
Alternative
choice
dialog option
Selected
Task start
Player reaches a
Completable
milestone
Started
Task
Player reaches one of Completable
progress
the milestones
Progressed
Task finish
Player reaches a
Completable
milestone or completes Completed
all the steps
Game start
Player visits title
Game
Started
Game
Accomplishment of
Game
progress
any of the levels
Progressed
Game end M ilestone or all levels
Game
completed
Completed

Target

Result
R: response, S: success, Ext: extensions

NPC name

Ext: Action name

Item name

Ext: Action name

Scene id
Cutscene id
Cutscene id

Ext: Percent watched

Exit Id

R: Arriving scene
S: Based on exit conditions

Question Id

R: Response
S: Correctness

Completable
Id
Completable Ext: M ilestone progress value
Id
Completable
R: Score from variable
Id
S: Based on conditions
Ext: Time
Game name
Game name
Game name

Ext: Progress as percent of
levels (tasks) completed
R: Avg. score of all levels
S: Based on conditions
Ext: Time

Table 1. Summary of game events traced inside the uAadventure authoring tool
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Discussion and Conclusions

Serious games have frequently been evaluated by relying exclusively on
(paper-based) learning assessment. In tradit ional e-learn ing, different methods have
been used to connect the serious game outcome (e.g. score) to different learning
systems allowing the use of serious games as any other assessment tool such as online
tests; but this integration focuses on simple outcomes and provide few or no insights
into the process. However, if a game fails to work for a part icular set of p layers ,
knowing the exact steps they have followed inside the game is crucial to determine the
reasons. Tackling this lack of flexib ility requires a transformation fro m the traditional
assessment model to the new evidence-driven model; and mapping in-game act ions to
events that can be used to analyze and gain insight not only on the results, but also on
the process.
The uAdventure analytics model describes how player interactions are
automatically captured and transformed into events that the LA system can collect and
analyze. The events generated cover a wide range of situations such as scene access,
element interaction and options selection. We also describe how higher-level events
can be authored fro m within uA. Other tools that wish to integrate GLA into their
games should find this analysis useful when developing their own analytic s models
and user interfaces.
The integration of uAdventure with GLA presents multip le benefits to game
developers. First, all games developed with the tool automatically integrate free
support for LA requiring min imu m developer effort. Th is greatly reduce the GLA
cost. In addition, thanks to the use of standardized events, developers do not need
handle event encoding, and can automatically take advantage of several generic
analyses and visualizations in xAPI-aware GLA p latforms such as the (open-source
and freely available) RA GE Analytics . For no added effort, uAdventure developers
and users can enjoy basic analytics and assessment information, which can then be
enriched by generating game -dependent events that provide richer info rmation that
links to the relevant learning situations identified in the game learning design .
During the integration, we have also identified mu ltip le areas that can benefit fro m
further work. For examp le, changes to game variables are only sent to the server as a
part of future non-variable updates, instead of when they actually occur. This is part of
the standard, but may confuse analyses that expect traces to be sent in the order they
were generated. The uAdventure editor can also benefit fro m nu merous usability
enhancements, such as displaying information about completables directly inside of
the element editors that are used as triggers in the completables’ definit ion; or
integrating game mechanics such as quests or missions that are directly tied to
completables and provide exp licit in -game feedback to allow users to track their own
progress.
We believe that the integration between game authoring tools and game learning
analytics, as described in the present work, is an is an important step towards wider
usage of GLA in serious games.
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